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Abstract—Loading symmetry during vertical jump landings
between a person with amputation’s intact and prosthetic limbs
was assessed to determine the role of each limb in controlling
the downward momentum of the center of mass during landing.
Six participants with unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) and
ten nondisabled participants completed 10 maximal vertical
jumps, of which the highest jump was analyzed. Contralateral
symmetry was assessed through the Symmetry Index (SI),
while symmetry at the group level was assessed through a
Mann-Whitney U test. Participants with TTA performed quasiunilateral landings onto the intact limbs, resulting from either
the incapability of the prosthetic ankle to plantar flex or
increased residual-limb knee and hip flexion. In the loading
phase, the participants with TTA displayed reduced prostheticside peak vertical forces (p = 0.04) along with reduced prosthetic-side ankle range of motion (p < 0.001), extensor moments
(p = 0.03), and negative work generated (p = 0.00). Individual
asymmetries were evident in the peak vertical force magnitudes
(SI = 51%–140%), duration from touchdown to peak vertical
force (SI = 52%–157%), ankle joint angles at touchdown (SI =
100%–538%), ranges of motion (SI = 147%–200%), knee (SI =
66%–179%) and hip (SI = 87%–132%) extensor moments, and
work done at the ankle (SI = 155%–199%) and hip (SI = 83%–
204%). High peak forces (25.25 +/– 4.89 N·kg1 intact limb and
14.61 +/– 8.28 N·kg1 prosthetic limb) from significantly lower
(p < 0.001) landing heights than the nondisabled participants
indicate a potential injury risk associated with landing for people with TTA.
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INTRODUCTION
People with transtibial amputation (TTA) are encouraged by health professionals to engage in recreational
sports for the health and mechanical benefits associated
with exercise. Participation in sport not only has a positive
influence on people with amputations’ self-perception and
acceptance of their bodies [1], but exercise also increases
longevity and decreases the likelihood of developing various chronic conditions such as hypertension, diabetes,
cancer, cardiovascular disease, high cholesterol, obesity,
and depression [2], all of which are common problems in
sedentary individuals. Inactivity is also a known risk factor for developing osteoporosis due to the associated
decrease in mechanical loading to stimulate osteogenesis
[3–4]. However, exercise prescription for people with
amputation can prove complicated because of conflict
between the increased mechanical loading required to

Abbreviations: CoM = center of mass, F1 = initial peak, F2 =
maximum peak, FH = flight height, ND = nondisabled, OA =
osteoarthritis, RMSD = root mean square difference, RoM =
range of motion, SD = standard deviation, SI = Symmetry Index,
TD = touchdown, TTA = transtibial amputation, VGRF = vertical ground reaction force, VJ = vertical jump.
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induce musculoskeletal health and the detrimental effect
on articular cartilage when exposed to excessive loading
magnitudes or frequencies [5].
Jumping is a fundamental skill in many recreational
sports, and inevitably ends in landing. Jump landings carry
great potential for stimulating osteogenesis but also carry a
high risk of injury due to the associated vertical ground
reaction forces (VGRFs) that travel through the human
body as a shock wave during collision with the ground [6].
In a typical nondisabled (ND) jump landing, VGRFs show
an initial peak (F1) shortly after impact [7–8], followed by
a maximum peak (F2) that is usually representative of the
maximum force experienced with eccentric resistance [9].
Since landing impact occurs faster than the response time
of the neuromuscular system, the F1 magnitude is determined by the preactivation of muscles and kinematic conditions prior to touchdown (TD) [7,10], while the F2
magnitude is controlled by voluntary muscle activation
[11]. Eccentric plantar flexion slows the lowering of the
heel after forefoot contact and reduces the magnitude of F2
[8,12–13], ensuring effective control of the downward
momentum of the center of mass (CoM). The large range
of motion (RoM) at the intact ankle as the landing progresses, increasing the duration to F2, highlights the shock
attenuation role of the ankle. People with TTA must contend with landing forces through a prosthetic ankle that has
limited RoM and shock-absorption capabilities. Considering these prosthetic characteristics in combination with an
inability to actively produce eccentric force from the severed plantar flexors, it can be expected that the F2 magnitude and duration to F2 will be affected in people with
TTA. High loadings may result in skin breakdown caused
by pressures applied by the rigid socket to the residual
skin, which cannot tolerate the physiological stress
applied to it [14]. Jump landings are commonly associated
with musculoskeletal injuries, particularly at the knee
when bilateral strength deficits are present [4], and osteoarthritis (OA) over the longer term [5,15–16]. The
demands placed on the lower limbs when people with
amputation perform dynamic movements with greater
impact characteristics are unknown. Previous research has
looked at amputation jump takeoff characteristics [17–19]
but no research has looked at the landing phase of the
jump. Research on unilateral TTA walking and running
gait has reported asymmetry where the intact limb experiences a greater loading than the prosthetic limb and/or ND
persons [20–22]. People with amputation who are encouraged to participate in physical activity may therefore be

compromised because of possible bilateral strength differences and their predisposition to OA at the intact knee and
hip [17].
Our primary aim was to assess the asymmetric nature
of load acceptance between the intact and prosthetic
limbs of active people with TTA during vertical jump
(VJ) landings and to explore the role of each limb in
accommodating loading and controlling the downward
momentum of the CoM to attenuate shock during landing
from a maximally executed VJ. Given the bilateral nature
of the movement, we hypothesized that the intact and
prosthetic F2 magnitudes, joint moments, and joint work
would be symmetrical at the group level.

METHODS
Participants
Six participants with TTA (5 male and 1 female; age
range: 33–49 yr; mass [mean ± standard deviation (SD)]:
85.33 ± 13.49 kg; height: 1.86 ± 0.05 m) and 10 ND participants (9 male and 1 female; age range: 19–35 yr; mass:
80.37 ± 6.95 kg; height: 1.83 ± 0.07 m) participated in the
study. A convenience sample of people with TTA was
chosen to enable an analysis of people performing a VJ
landing in components they are typically provided with to
get a real-life picture of the forces and mechanisms they
are experiencing. Participants with TTA were included if
they were between the ages of 18 and 50 yr with an amputation at least 1 yr prior to data collection. Participants
with TTA were free from pathology secondary to the
amputation itself and engaged in recreational activities at
least three times per week. The activities engaged in (running, squash, etc.) would not have specifically conditioned the participants with TTA to be proficient jumpers.
All participants with TTA wore rigid pylons with their
own prescribed prostheses and personal athletic footwear.
The magnitude of asymmetry that is deemed normal in
jumping is unknown. Therefore, to calculate the tolerance
level for the Symmetry Index (SI), ND participants of a
similar age range with no pathology who participated in
similar recreational activities to the participants with TTA
also participated in the study.
Data Collection
Data were collected in a single session. Following a
brisk (self-selected) 5 min treadmill walk, participants
were allowed practice VJs prior to data collection. Ten
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maximum-effort bilateral countermovement jumps were
performed with each foot on a separate force platform.
Participants restricted their arms by placing their hands
on their hips to minimize the effect of arm swing on
lower-limb mechanics [23], and a 1 min rest between
each trial was given. The only instruction given was to
“jump as high as possible,” without instruction on how to
control the landing. Trials were excluded if participants
used their arms or missed either force platform during
landing, in which case additional trials were collected
until 10 acceptable trials were available for analysis.
Data were collected using two force platforms (sample rate: 1,080 Hz) (model 9581C, Kistler AG; Winterhur,
Switzerland) synchronized with a nine-camera Vicon
motion analysis system (sample rate: 120 Hz) (model 612,
Oxford Metrics; Oxford, United Kingdom). Thirty-four
reflective markers were attached to anatomical landmarks,
and anthropometric measurements were taken according
to Vicon’s requirements for reconstructing the full-body
Plug-in-Gait model [24]. On the prosthetic side, marker
positions corresponded to those of the intact ankle since it
has been shown that the differences in inertial properties
between the intact and prosthetic limbs have an insignificant influence on joint moment calculations [25]. The toe
and heel markers were placed on the outer surface of the
athletic footwear on both the intact and prosthetic sides.
The toe markers were placed over the proximal head of
the second metatarsal, while the heel marker was placed
over the center of the posterior aspect of the calcaneus at
the same vertical position as the toe marker. The prosthetic ankle marker was placed directly onto the prosthesis
at a vertical position corresponding with the lateral malleolus of the intact side. Joint moments and powers were
calculated using standard inverse dynamics procedures
[26] using Vicon’s Polygon software (Oxford Metrics).
Data Analysis
All data sets were smoothed using a Woltring crossvalidated quintic spline filtering routine [27] with a 15 mm2
mean squared error noise tolerance. The trial with the greatest vertical position of the CoM was chosen for analysis
of the associated landing, since it would result in the
highest landing velocity. Flight height (FH) was defined
by the CoM displacement from takeoff (VGRF < 10 N
for each respective force platform) while landing was
defined from TD (VGRF > 10 N for each respective force
platform) to the point when the CoM reached its lowest
point (Figure 1). The duration to F2 was measured as the

time elapsed from the respective TD to the associated F2
peaks.
We analyzed the extent of the asymmetry that resulted
from the amputation through the SI and statistical analyses. Responding to the recommendation from previous
research, caution was taken not to mask individual landing strategies through an exclusive group analysis [13]
because few individuals follow the movement pattern
exhibited by group mean data [28]. Also, since different
prostheses were worn by the participants with TTA, local
bilateral differences for specific discrete measures were
assessed through calculation of individual SI values (SI
(%) = [(Xi – Xp ÷ 0.5(Xi + Xp)] × 100, where Xi = variable
for the intact limb and Xp = corresponding variable for the
prosthetic limb). Traditionally, an SI value above 10 percent has been assumed to be asymmetrical. It is not
known whether this is reasonable for jumping, and so we
analyzed ND performance to determine the expected
range of asymmetry. For this research, SI values between
0 and the ND mean SI ± 1 SD were considered to be functionally symmetrical. Since a limitation of the SI is that
the mean of the individual SIs may cancel each other out
because of a combination of positive and negative values
[29], a Mann-Whitney U test (p < 0.05) was used to determine significant differences between the intact and prosthetic limbs for the participants with TTA at the group
level. Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS version 19 (IBM Corporation; Armonk, New York).
The continuous profiles of each data set were explored
to investigate whether the findings from the discrete measures were supported by the continuous measure. To compare the difference in profiles between the prosthetic and
intact limbs, the root mean square difference (RMSD) was
computed from the time when both limbs were in contact
with the force platform to the end of landing. The RMSD
was normalized as a percentage of the difference between
the minimum and maximum values of each profile. Low
percentages indicated that the data points throughout landing were similar in value between the two limbs, and therefore, the profiles were similar in shape and magnitude. The
normalized RMSD is presented for the ND participants to
inform interpretation of the TTA data sets.
All participants performed their maximal VJ; therefore, to determine the role of each limb in accommodating
the loading and controlling the downward momentum, the
TTA discrete measures were interpreted with respect to
the mean ND magnitudes.
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Figure 1.
Illustration of vertical ground reaction force (VGRF) and center of mass (CoM) during (a) whole countermovement jump and
(b) zoomed into landing phase for TTA3. Reported maximum peaks (F2) are shown by downward arrows. Figure demonstrates largest delay in touchdown (TD) and asymmetrical loading between intact and prosthetic side for illustrative purposes. TTA = participant
with transtibial amputation.
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RESULTS
The participants with TTA achieved FHs ranging
from 0.09 to 0.24 m (Table 1). F2 magnitudes ranged
from 18.49 to 29.95 N·kg1 on the intact side and 4.42 to
26.19 N·kg1 on the prosthetic side (Table 1). The FHs
achieved by the participants with TTA were substantially
lower (p < 0.001) than the heights achieved by the ND
participants, although the peak force was similar. The
TTA group intact magnitude was significantly larger (p =
0.04) than the prosthetic magnitude, rejecting the hypothesis that the intact and prosthetic F2 magnitudes would
be symmetrical. Four participants with TTA displayed
asymmetrical F2 magnitudes (SI = 51%–140% > ND =
44%) between their contralateral sides. Only TTA6 experienced a lower F2 on the intact side than on his prosthetic
side. None of the participants with TTA contacted the
ground simultaneously with both limbs, but they displayed a delay in TD onto their prosthetic limbs ranging
from 0.01 to 0.08 s after TD onto the intact limb (Figure
1, Table 1). At the TTA group level, the duration from TD
to F2 was significantly shorter (p = 0.03) on the prosthetic
side than on the intact side, as seen in five participants
with TTA (SI = 52%–157% > ND = 45%).
The angle of the knee and hip at TD was similar to
that seen for the ND participants. There was no statistically significant difference between the intact- and prosthetic-side group means for the ankle, knee, and hip
angles at TD (Figure 2(a)). However, at the individual
level, the SI was greater than ND participants (52%) for
five participants with TTA (SI = 100%–538%) at the

ankle. The prosthetic ankle was less plantar flexed than
the ND ankle. At the knee, none of the participants with
TTA displayed individual asymmetry (SI = 8%–43% <
ND = 44%). For the hip, only TTA2 (SI = 800%) was
asymmetrical above the ND level (SI = 32%).
The RoM on the intact side was similar to that of the
ND participants. The TTA group had limited and significantly reduced (p = 0.01) ankle RoM at the prosthetic
side compared with the intact side. Five participants with
TTA displayed individual asymmetry at the ankle RoMs
(SI = 147%–200% > ND = 134%) from TD to F2. The
only participant with TTA to display symmetrical ankle
RoMs (TTA5) had a very small RoM at both ankles, a
consequence of the dorsiflexed intact ankle at TD (Figure 2(b)). TTA4 displayed a prosthetic ankle RoM of 0.
At the group level, the participants with TTA displayed
significantly reduced (p = 0.02) prosthetic-side knee
RoM compared with the intact side, while three participants with TTA displayed individual asymmetry at the
knee (SI = 140%–294% > ND = 134%). The group RoM
at the hip was not significantly different between the
intact and prosthetic sides. However, at the individual
level, TTA2–5 indicated higher SI values (67%–145%)
than the ND participants (SI = 54%).
The moments on the intact side were similar to those
of the ND participants, while those on the prosthetic side
were lower. The TTA group produced significantly
reduced (p = 0.03) prosthetic ankle moments compared
with the intact side (Figure 3(a)), despite TTA4 being the
only participant with TTA to produce peak ankle moments
that were outside the SI tolerance set by the ND participants (50%). As a group, the participants with TTA also

Table 1.
Flight height (FH), touchdown (TD) delay, maximum peak (F2) magnitude, and duration to F2.

Outcome Measure
FH (m)
CoM Displacement (m)
F2(I) (N·kg1)
F2(P) (N·kg1)
Duration to F2(I) (s)
Duration to F2(P) (s)
TD Delay (s)
*Indicates

Participant
TTA1
0.24
0.09
20.24*
12.05
0.05
0.03
0.02

TTA2
0.19
0.10
28.50
26.19
0.08*
0.04
0.05

TTA3
0.17
0.10
29.95*
10.47
0.05*
0.01
0.05

TTA4
0.13
0.14
25.06*
4.42
0.08*
0.01
0.08

TTA5
0.10
0.06
29.28*
11.48
0.02
0.04*
0.01

TTA6
0.09
0.09
18.49
23.07
0.08*
0.03
0.04

TTA (Mean ± SD)

ND (Mean ± SD)

0.15 ± 0.06
0.10 ± 0.03
25.25 ± 4.89†
14.61 ± 8.28
0.06 ± 0.02†
0.03 ± 0.01
0.04 ± 0.02

0.31 ± 0.04
0.17 ± 0.03
22.34 ± 9.69
19.60 ± 6.69
0.07 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.02
0.01 ± 0.00

asymmetry above variable-specific ND mean ± 1 SD Symmetry Index value and is placed on side with greater value.
Indicates significant difference between intact (I) and prosthetic (P) group mean (p < 0.05). Vertical CoM displacement measured from TD to F2. Duration to F2
measured from each respective TD.
CoM = center of mass, ND = nondisabled, SD = standard deviation, TTA = participant with transtibial amputation.
†
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Figure 2.
Joint angles at (a) time of intact touchdown (TD) (dorsiflexion is negative) and (b) joint flexion range of motion (RoM) from respective TD
to maximum peak. Plus symbol (+) indicates asymmetry above variable-specific nondisabled (ND) mean ± 1 standard deviation Symmetry Index value. *Significant difference between intact and prosthetic group mean (p < 0.05). TTA = participant with transtibial amputation.

produced significantly reduced (p > 0.001) residual-limb
knee moments compared with the intact side, which were
asymmetrical for all (SI = 66%–179% > ND = 58%)
except TTA1 at the individual level. There was no statisti-

cal difference between the intact and prosthetic hip extensor moments at the group level, although four participants
with TTA indicated individual asymmetry at the hip (SI =
87%–132% > ND = 46%). TTA1 and TTA6 were the only
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Figure 3.
(a) Peak extensor moments and (b) negative work done from touchdown to maximum peak to give insight into effort to control landing. Plus symbol (+) indicates asymmetry above variable-specific nondisabled (ND) mean ± 1 standard deviation Symmetry Index
value. *Significant difference between intact and prosthetic group mean (p < 0.05). TTA = participant with transtibial amputation.
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participants to produce symmetrical, if slightly increased,
extensor moments at the residual-limb hip compared with
the intact side. The hypothesis that the intact and prosthetic
joint moments would be symmetrical were therefore
rejected for the ankle and knee, but accepted for the hip.
The participants with TTA produced significantly less
(p < 0.001) negative work at the prosthetic ankle at the
group level, while five participants with TTA displayed
individual asymmetry in the work done at the ankle (SI =
155%–199% > ND = 95%). TTA5 produced symmetrical
work as a result of the relatively small work done on the
intact side compared with the other participants with TTA
on the intact side. Although the work being done by the
participants with TTA as a group was significantly less
(p = 0.01) at the residual-limb knee compared with the
intact knee, the work done at the knee was asymmetrical
for only three participants with TTA (SI = 202%–266% >
ND = 138%) at the individual level. No significant difference in the work done at the hip was noted at the group
level, despite TTA6 being the only participant to display
symmetry between the intact and prosthetic side (TTA1–5
SI = 83%–204% > ND = 81%). The hypothesis that the
intact and prosthetic joint work would be symmetrical was
rejected for the ankle and knee, but accepted for the hip.
The normalized RMSD comparing TTA intact and
prosthetic joint angles and moments were larger than that
expected for ND participants in jumping over the time
course from prosthetic TD to the end of landing, despite
some participants with TTA being symmetrical in a number of discrete peak values (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
We investigated the asymmetry in the mechanisms
used to accept the load on the lower limbs during a maxi-

mal VJ landing in people with unilateral TTA to explore
whether this movement was likely to promote musculoskeletal health or injury in recreationally active people
with amputation. Even though increased peak loadings
onto the intact limb have previously been reported in gait
studies [20–21], it was unknown how the participants
with TTA would contend with impact forces in a bilateral
VJ that requires both ankles to act simultaneously as
shock attenuators [8,30–31].
Symmetry is assumed in bilateral VJ landings and
therefore seldom assessed or reported in the literature
except when related to injury [32]. In order to determine the
typical levels of symmetry in a bilateral landing, where the
two limbs should theoretically contribute equally, considering the bilateral nature of the movement, we used ND participants to indicate asymmetry tolerance levels. In this
study, some asymmetry was evident for the ND participants. However, for the participants with TTA, asymmetries were generally substantial with relatively low F2
magnitudes on the prosthetic side and F2 magnitudes comparable with those of the ND participants on the intact side.
While it is not possible to directly compare the F2 magnitudes with the literature because of the substantially
reduced heights from which the participants with TTA
landed, we noted that the participants with TTA experienced similar F2 magnitudes on the intact side compared
with ND jumpers in literature performing drop landings
from 0.30 m [9,33–34], despite landing from heights of
only 0.15 ± 0.06 m. These reduced FHs, compared with ND
participants in literature [35–36], are consistent with a previous study using recreationally active people with amputation [19] and may be related to their reduced capacity to
produce the required mechanisms to propel the body into
flight [18].
We examined the mechanisms and asymmetry that
underpin the absorption of F2 to control the landing from

Table 2.
Normalized root mean square difference (RMSD) between intact and prosthetic sides for joint angle and moment in loading phase.

Variable
Ankle Angle ()
Knee Angle ()
Hip Angle ()
Ankle Moment ()
Knee Moment ()
Hip Moment ()
*Indicates

TTA1
76.0*
7.4*
23.3*
20.4*
21.2*
25.1*

TTA2
6.7*
12.6*
13.3*
21.9*
11.2*
20.1*

Participant
TTA3
TTA4
*
14.3
17.9*
*
12.4
3.1*
*
5.0
4.5*
14.9*
14.1*
*
15.0
13.4*
*
6.7
11.7*

TTA5
15.2*
5.9*
3.8*
9.1*
9.8*
7.9*

normalized RMSD above variable-specific ND mean ± 1 SD.
ND = nondisabled, SD = standard deviation, TTA = participant with transtibial amputation.

TTA6
22.6*
6.0*
4.7*
12.3*
10.8*
9.2*

TTA (Mean ± SD) ND (Mean ± SD)
27.8 ± 25.3
9.4 ± 6.8
10.9 ± 9.5
12.6 ± 5.3
9.6 ± 2.9
13.4 ± 13.8

1.0 ± 0.7
1.2 ± 0.8
1.1 ± 0.6
1.8 ± 1.2
1.9 ± 0.7
1.6 ± 0.8
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a maximal VJ. The reduction of the downward momentum to zero is related to impulse (force × time over which
the force acts). The peak force magnitudes experienced
by jumpers are affected by the mechanism of the joints
(soft, normal, or stiff) in landing [34], while the time to
F2 is influenced by the kinematic conditions at TD and
joint actions to control the downward momentum. While
the magnitudes of F2 were mostly asymmetrical, the timing at which it occurred was almost simultaneous, despite
a significantly delayed TD on the prosthetic side. This
delay between the intact- and prosthetic-side TD essentially caused the participants with TTA to perform a unilateral landing onto the intact limb until the prostheticside limb also reached TD and bilateral contact with the
ground was established. At TD, all participants with TTA
except TTA1 displayed individual asymmetry at the
ankle, primarily due to the difference between the plantar-flexed intact ankle and prosthetic ankle, which is not
able to actively plantar flex. The quasi-unilateral landing
onto the intact limb contributed to the larger F2 magnitudes on the intact side. TTA1 and TTA5, who were dorsiflexed at the intact ankle at the time of TD, employed a
limb-shortening mechanism through increased residuallimb knee and hip flexion at the time of intact TD. This
also caused a delay in contact onto the prosthetic limb,
pointing to an active avoidance to load the prosthetic
limb in the initial part of landing leading up to F2. This,
in combination with the participants with TTA’s reluctance to experience symmetrical peak loadings, may
potentially point to an anticipation and subsequent avoidance (based on experience) of high loadings onto the
residual limb during a dynamic movement. The two participants with TTA who were only 1 yr postamputation
(TTA2 and TTA6, Table 3) presented with the lowest
asymmetry in F2 magnitudes, possibly because they had

the most recent exposure to rehabilitation, which often
emphasizes the goal of attaining symmetry. They also
only had 1 yr to adapt and favor the intact limb for
accommodating impact forces compared with the other
participants with TTA [21].
Consequent to the simultaneous occurrence of F2,
despite the temporal differences in TD between the intact
and prosthetic limbs, there were significant differences in
the duration from TD to F2 between the intact and prosthetic sides, as well as the prosthetic side compared with
the ND participants. On the intact side, the participants
with TTA generally reached F2 at durations from TD
similar to those reported in the literature [12,37–38],
while the majority reached F2 in less time on the prosthetic side, most likely as a result of the reduced prosthetic ankle RoM and absent plantar flexors to contract
eccentrically [12]. The implied increase in rate of loading
may potentially contribute to skin breakdown if jumping
repeatedly and should be taken into consideration by
healthcare professionals when advising people with
amputation to engage in recreational sport.
In general, the participants with TTA were mostly
symmetrical at the knee and hip angles at TD, while
those presenting with the greatest intact plantar flexion at
TD landed with a more extended residual-limb knee,
most likely in an attempt to maintain stability at that joint
[39–40] and postural control by keeping the CoM over
the base of support [41]. However, this strategy may
expose them to anterior cruciate ligament injury, since
the hamstring muscles are less able to prevent tibial
translation with the knee closer to extension [42]. If the
prosthetic socket were to limit anterior translation of the
proximal tibia, residual-limb skin breakdown due to pressures applied by the socket [14] is likely to arise if repetitive jumping were to occur.

Table 3.
Participant characteristics.

Participant
TTA1
TTA2
TTA3
TTA4
TTA5
TTA6

Sex

Age (yr)

Height (m)

Mass (kg)

M
M
M
F
M
M

39
39
38
33
49
42

1.82
1.86
1.88
1.79
1.92
1.91

83
71
70
100
101
87

F = female, L = left, M = male, R = right, TTA = participant with transtibial amputation.

Side of
Amputation
L
R
R
R
L
L

Prosthesis
Vari-Flex
Elite Foot
Modullar III
Mobis 1D10
Spring Lite
Esprit

Time Since
Amputation (yr)
21
1
9
7
46
1
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Downward momentum of the CoM is slowed through
increased joint flexion coupled with extensor moments to
prevent collapse of the joint. Eccentric work done at the
joints indicates the contribution of the various muscle
groups to the total reduction of momentum. For the participants with TTA as a group, both the joint flexion to F2
(RoM) and moments were reduced on the prosthetic side,
indicating its lack of involvement in controlling the landing. Reduced proprioceptive feedback due to the amputation may have prevented the generation of adequate
afferent stimuli to organize an appropriate response to the
VGRF perturbation in the short time from TD to F2 [43].
Compared with the prosthetic side, significantly larger
RoM and extensor moments were noted on the intact side
for the participants with TTA as a group to accommodate
the large peak forces resulting from the pseudounilateral
landing onto the intact limb. Although the peak ankle
moments were mostly symmetrical for the participants
with TTA at the individual level, work done at the ankles
was asymmetrical, with more work absorbed at the intact
side, indicating the dissipation of energy through this
joint. The carbon fiber used to fabricate the prosthetic toe
spring is compliant when loaded, yet offers resistance
during loading to provide stability to the prosthetic structure. These physical properties of carbon fiber mimic
eccentric muscle contraction of the plantar flexors, which
prevent collapse of the ankle joint and are most likely the
source of the negative work done at the prosthetic ankles
during landing. The absence of prosthetic ankle work
generation by TTA4 resulted from the type of prosthesis
worn.
Significantly reduced extensor moments at the residuallimb knee indicate an attempt by the participants with
TTA as a group to reduce loading about this joint, similar
to people with amputation stepping down from stairs
[44]. The asymmetrical effort to control the landing was
also evident in the significantly reduced work contributions by the residual-limb knee compared with the intact
knee. Increased negative work at the residual-limb hip by
the majority of participants with TTA indicates that the
hip was the main contributing source on the prosthetic
side to control the landing, which is in agreement with
the literature [34].
To determine the overall symmetry of the movement
over the landing period, we assessed the RMSD at each
time instant from TD to the end of landing. While some
participants with TTA indicated symmetry in some of the
discrete peak values, over the phase as a whole, all partici-

pants with TTA were asymmetrical (Table 2), implying a
greater risk of injuries due to asymmetries.
On an individual level, TTA5 landed with a high F2
from a relatively low FH of 0.10 m and a short duration to
F2 on the intact side, resulting from landing in a very stiff
manner with little joint RoM on both sides. Consequently,
little work was done at the intact ankle, indicating a poor
landing strategy. Looking at TTA1, it seemed that this participant employed an effective strategy to accommodate
the downward momentum, resulting in relatively small F2
magnitudes despite landing from the greatest height and
vertical velocity compared with the other participants with
TTA. TTA1 touched down with the intact ankle in dorsiflexion, symmetrical to the prosthetic ankle. Large RoMs
and moments at the residual-limb knee and hip compensated for the reduced work resulting from the small RoM
at the ankles. The results for TTA1, in comparison with the
other participants with TTA, raise the question whether
they could be taught to employ this landing strategy to better accommodate impact forces, especially since it has
been shown that extrinsic feedback can significantly
decrease VGRF [45] and the implied injury potential during landing.
We chose not to control for landing height by assessing
a drop landing, because preliminary work demonstrated
that people with amputation have difficulty performing
drop jumps because of the limited prosthetic ankle mobility
inhibiting stepping down mechanics. This, combined with
a lack of research on jump landing mechanics with amputation and knowledge on safe landing heights, drove the
selection of countermovement VJ landings. Despite the
similarities in jumping exposure through recreational
activities between the TTA and ND participants, a direct
comparison of the results with the ND participants should
be completed with caution because the landing heights differed significantly (p < 0.001) between these two groups.
Within the parameters and limitations of our study, we
found that the participants with TTA experienced peak
landing forces that were similar to those experienced by
ND participants even though the participants with TTA
landed from lower FHs. Limitations of the study included
the small number of participants with TTA who qualified
to partake in this study based on the inclusion criteria and
our inability to control for the prostheses and -2shoes worn
by the participants with TTA. Due to the small number of
participants with TTA, the results should be generalized
with caution, although the value of the research is not
compromised.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Although the exact force threshold where injury may
occur is still unknown, the higher forces and moments
experienced on the intact side indicate that jump landings
may potentially lead to injury or progressive joint degeneration when taking into consideration that people with
TTA are predisposed to OA at the intact knee and hip
[38]. The F2 peaks occurred almost simultaneously,
despite a delay in TD on the prosthetic side. From an
injury perspective, the integrity of all biological material
is subject not only to the magnitude of an external perturbation, but also the time in which it is applied [9]. Therefore, the shorter durations to F2 due to limited prosthetic
ankle RoM and absent plantar flexors [12] may potentially increase the risk for injury and skin breakdown on
the prosthetic side. The participants with TTA reduced the
peak force magnitude onto the prosthetic side, which was
likely a strategy to minimize this injury risk. Symmetry in
jumping is usually required to avoid excessive loading
onto one or the other limb. However, for people with
amputation it is not advised to load symmetrically since
the mechanical constraints of the prosthesis will cause
large forces on the prosthetic side. The level of asymmetry and the mechanism adopted by people with amputation to control momentum does not necessarily seem to be
related to the prosthesis. The participants with TTA wearing more dynamic prostheses did not necessarily perform
any differently than those with more inert prostheses, both
of which presented quite different landing mechanics
compared with ND jumpers. This suggests that prostheses
may be insufficient to compensate for the loss of the ankle
joint’s anatomical structure. Although physical activity
promotes physiological and psychological health, and
jumping carries great potential to stimulate osteogenesis
through mechanical loading, both the intact and prosthetic
limbs seem to be at risk for potential injury during landing. Further research is required to explore the pathomechanics and biomechanical interaction between people
with amputation and lower-leg prostheses in jump landings. An understanding of the maximal capacity to control
the momentum in landing will inform correct landing
techniques, rehabilitation guidelines, and possible prosthetic design interventions aimed toward the safety of
people with amputation engaging in recreational sport
involving jumping.
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